NW Spain and Portugal Airbases Tour

May 13-22

This is a land only tour and you book your own flights,
joining and leaving where you choose. Expected to book fast.
SUN 13 Arrival day in MADRID. Arrive on the flight of your choice, so local departures are no problem. We
all stay overnight in our 4 star hotel, overlooking the runways and terminals.
MON 14 We join our coach after breakfast, for our first base tour at TOREJON. If you wish, you can stay at
the hotel until lunchtime. After we leave Torejon, we pass by Barajas and drive towards SALAMANCA. Our
overnight hotel is here.
TUE 15 Morning base tour of SALAMANCA leaving afterwards via BRAGANCA and VILLA REAL. Our
overnight hotel is at PORTO for the night.
WED 16 After PORTO, we stop at MANOBRA and then stops for displayed G91s at SAO JACINTO,
BARRO and POMBAL. We arrive in the evening at MONTE REAL and our hotel.
THU 17 Breakfast followed by MONTE REAL BASE, then more stops at LEIRIA, MIRANDELA and COSME
PEDROGAO. If time we also stop at OTA airbase. Our last stop is a quick look in at LISBON airport, before
we check-in to our 4 star hotel, overlooking the arrivals.
FRI 18 We spend the whole morning overlooking the airport. In the afternoon we drive to ALVERCA where
we hopefully have a tour. There are also a few stored and displayed aircraft situated around the airport.
Hopefully a base visit at MONTIJO. In the evening, we stop at the side of the runway, overlooking the airport
at LISBON, to watch the evening arrivals.
SAT 19 Today we have a quick look at the morning arrivals, then we head for CASCAIS, the main GA
airport for Lisbon. We hope for a full ramp tour as good as our last visit. We will also have a buffet lunch at
the airport restaurant, which overlooks the runway and apron. After lunch we drive north to visit SINTRA and
the Portuguese airforce museum. then a final quick look in at Lisbon. We then head south for our overnight
hotel.
SUN 20 Today we have visits at BEJA, the base and civil side and then Portimao with a G-91 on display.
Then it's FARO for remainder of the afternoon. Late evening we drive towards the Spanish border and our
hotel for the night.
MON 21 We leave after breakfast for SEVILLE, with planned tours of the airbase followed by the AIRBUS
factory. **In the evening you have the choice to fly home from the main airport. Alternatively, we drive
north to our overnight hotel at CORDOBA
TUE 22 Our final day sees us drive back to MADRID, with stops at CORDOBA and a couple of small
airfields. We arrive in MADRID mid afternoon. You can fly home this evening on your choice of flight, or
extend in Madrid.
DOUBLE SEAT
UPGRADE

EXTENDING IN MADRID AT THE START OR END IS POSSIBLE.
---- JOINING EN ROUTE CAN BE ARRANGED ---Several other stops might be added to the tour, depending on time

Cost: £549

Deposit: £215

£95

Single Room: £249

Includes: Ground transportation in Luxury coach, 1 meal, 9 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)
**£30 Discount, if flying home from SEVILLE

